a place in the

Sun

in a handcrafted los altos hills home,
rustic french materials combine with
modern elements in a celebration of
contrasts and its light-drenched site.
written by laura fisher kaiser / photography by paul dyer
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Opposite: Architect Ken Linsteadt designed a Los Altos Hills house with a decidedly French Provincial aesthetic. French limestone marks the floors of the
stairway and continues up the curved staircase. The hand-forged steel railing was fabricated by Ferrous Studios, and the chandelier is by Bocci.
Below: Smith Custom Home Builders constructed the house and executed the living room’s distinctive ceiling, which was crafted with salvaged barn
beams. Sleek Christian Liaigre furnishings were purchased by the homeowners, and the antique limestone fireplace surround is from Exquisite Surfaces.

A

rchitect Ken Linsteadt was prepared to
do whatever his clients wanted to update
their Shingle-style residence in Menlo Park.
But there was one thing he simply could
not change—the tilt of the Earth’s axis. In
other words: sunlight. The couple wanted a house bathed
in sunshine like the wife’s childhood home in Provence,
France. “It was a property that just didn’t get a lot of sun,”
recalls Linsteadt. “The owners were reluctant to do
anything because they were convinced that no matter
what we did, the house would never get enough sun.”
Eventually, Linsteadt helped the couple find a different
property. This one, in Los Altos Hills, consisted of 3 hilltop
acres boasting a dilapidated ranch house and plenty of solar
exposure. Down came the existing structure and up went a
kind of modernist bastide, a stone-clad manor house with
a courtyard, red tile roof and drifts of lavender all around.
“The owner wanted the bones of an old French Provincial
farmhouse, but she also considers herself a modernist; and
she loved the steel windows she’d seen on other projects of
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mine,” says Linsteadt, who designed the structure to highlight
elements of both aesthetics. “In a typical transitional-style
home there’s a loose reference to various architecture
styles—a dance between traditional and modern. But this
is the story of a French Provincial house tightly told and the
stark contrast between very traditional and very modern.”
A big part of establishing a traditional sensibility was
imparting a sense of age through the materials, including
the massive exposed beams that define the ceilings in the
main rooms. The aged timbers came from a salvaged barn
in Pennsylvania Dutch country. General contractor Rob
Smith and his wife, Jean, who served as project manager,
worked with six carpenters during a four-month time
period to fit and install the timbers. “We brought in some
master beam fitters from Lake Tahoe, where they do a lot
of timber-frame houses,” Rob Smith says. “They are highly
skilled at rafter scrolling, and they handcrafted all of the
cedar rafter tails, as well.” The builders installed a large
sawmill on the property to cut and cope the timbers, and
a temporary woodworking shop was set up in the garage

Recycled white oak from Restoration Timber was milled and installed by First, Last & Always
for the flooring, which extends from the butler’s pantry to the eat-in kitchen and the family
room beyond. The custom-painted cabinetry was crafted by Anderson’s Quality Woodwork.

to fabricate the rafter tails, doors and beams. The crew
painstakingly plugged the mortise-and-tenon joint holes and
then welded iron supports. When it came time to install, they
laid out the frameworks for the ceilings and then hoisted
them up with 16 manual material lifts one room at a time.
During the course of the 2 1/2-year construction project,
the owners made a significant change on the exterior. The
original plan called for a stone tower standing amid the
stucco volumes. But as the tower took shape, the owners fell
in love with its 6-inch-thick fieldstone cladding. “The mason
was amazing,” Linsteadt says. “He used this technique
of bringing the grout to the face of the stone and then
sandblasting it, so it’s less about individual stones than about
the core rubble wall.” The texture proved irresistible to the
owners, who asked that the entire house be done in stone.
While the stone unifies the exterior, the interior spaces
are more defined. Linsteadt flanked a central section,
which houses the living and dining areas, with a bedroom
wing on one side and the kitchen and family room wing
on the other. Adjacent to the entry, a stairway leads up to
an office—in the original tower—and a large master suite,
complete with a sleeping porch. Throughout the home,
the owners thoughtfully furnished the spaces with cleanlined contemporary furnishings. These pieces juxtapose
with humble interior surfaces—including imported French
limestone floor tiles and a fireplace surround salvaged
from a 19th-century house in France—drawing strength to
each. Linsteadt infused a contemporary note with large
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Above: Viabizzuno’s Peled Soffitto
modular lighting system, featuring
LED lights and aluminum rods
recessed into ceiling slots, illuminates
one of the kitchen’s islands, made of
recycled white oak and topped with
a concrete slab by Concreteworks.
The faucet is by Dornbracht.
Left: A custom stainless-steel La
Cornue range, purchased through
Pacific Sales, anchors the kitchen
and sits against the backsplash of
ceramic tile, which was installed by
Bastian Tile & Construction.

Custom steel-and-glass doors
fabricated by Architectural Iron
Works in San Luis Obispo open the
family room up to the courtyard.
Grounded by a Moroccan rug, the
room features a Cuba 25 System
sectional by Cappellini, a Maxalto
coffee table and Gerrit Thomas
Rietveld’s Utrecht chairs for Cassina.
The ceiling pendant is by Flos.
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“this is the story
of a french provincial
house tightly told.”
-ken linsteadt

The house is organized around a central courtyard, which borders a 60-foot swimming pool. Carrington
Stonemasons executed the structure’s extensive stonework. Landscape designer Nancy Shanahan planted
sycamore trees near the pool, where chaises by Ego Paris offer lounging.
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The owners worked with Claudio Ramos of Banks | Ramos Architectural Lighting Design
to select light fixtures, including the master bathroom’s Bocci pendant, throughout the
home. TBC Plaster Artisans executed the plaster walls. The tub is by Waterworks.

steel-and-glass French doors that allow the living and family
rooms to spill onto the central courtyard. “I like the contrast
of the more substantial forms and the lightness of the glazed
openings,” he explains. “It’s more modern this way, as well.”
Outside, the exterior stonework is echoed in the grounds,
as landscape designer Nancy Shanahan chose angle-cut pea
gravel on the driveway and round-cut gravel—that’s easier
on bare feet—in the courtyard. To soften all the stone and to
complement the rough-hewn walls of the home, Shanahan
planted a narrow but deep palette of mostly drought-resistant
plants—billowy ornamental grasses, red hot pokers, fruitless
olive trees and, of course, plenty of lavender. “I wanted the
landscape to root the house to the property,” she explains.
“It softens the strong lines with large unfussy drifts that lend
texture and movement.” On the south façade, she added
an element that is both practical and ultra-French Provincial:
wrought-iron frames supporting canopies of willow to shade
the interior from all of that beautiful sunshine.
By taking his cues from the site as well as sticking to a
muted palette and the forms of the natural geography, the
architect was able to “make the dialogue work between
the heaviness of this rustic façade and the lightness of the
modern design,” Linsteadt says. “This home looks like it’s
been here forever; it’s a house to be reckoned with.”
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Above: In the master bedroom,
a large niche—which conceals
the master closet—is lined with
recycled white oak. The Totem
side tables are by Vincent Van
Duysen for Pastoe, and the
armchairs are by Maxalto.
Left: In the master bathroom,
Linsteadt designed matching
vanities, which are constructed
from white oak. The wall-mounted
faucet is by Dornbracht, and the
floor’s limestone pavers are from
Exquisite Surfaces.

